
Lesson objective 
By the end of the lesson pupils will be able to; Control the distance of the ball using a wedge.  

Set up for activities 
Teams of up to 4 players. Set out a safe area of red cones and the same number of Tees (hitting areas) as 
teams Lay out two rows of “BLUE” cones (or noodles) at right angles to the hitting area to form the river 
Place a row of green cones 2m before the river and 2 m after the river,  

NB to ensure safety each team member will hit 2-3 shots each from the playing area – only 
when the whole team has hit will the coach allow the teams to go forward and collect balls  
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LEVELS 
Pupil can score points based on the 
following criteria  

Beginner 
Learners play from the white cones 
(teeing ground) and roll a ball to the safe 
zones, using their hand. If the ball stops 
in the safe zone the player records their 
points Ball in the river no penalty but also 
no points 

Intermediate 
Learners play from the white cones 
(teeing ground) and chip a ball to the 
safe zones, using a chipper or wedge.  
If the ball stops in the safe zone the 
player records their points Ball in the 
river no penalty but also no points 

Advanced 
Learners play from the white cones 
(teeing ground) and chip a ball to the 
safe zones, using a chipper or wedge.  
If the ball stops in the safe zone the 
player records their points Ball in the 
river , penalty points are subtracted from 
the team total 

OBJECTIVE 
Pupils have to chip land the ball in 
the green “Layup” safe zone 8-10 
club lengths away i.e. before the 
river or go for “glory” by landing in 
the safe zone over the river 12 -15 
club lengths away 
Lay up area = 1 point:       Glory 
Zone =  3 points:     River = -2 points 

Beginner 
Roll by hand a ball to stop the ball 
within the green zones ----- RIVER = 
NO Penalty  

Intermediate 
Chip a ball to stop the ball within 
the green zone.  ------ RIVER = NO 
Penalty 

Advanced 
Chip a ball to stop the ball within 
the green zone.  ------ Penalties 
apply  
 
 
 
 
 

ASSESSMENT 

Beginner 
1 out of 3 shots to land within a 
safe zone. 

Intermediate 
2 out of 3 to land within a safe zone 

Advanced 
3 out of 3 to land within a safe zone 
  
Teaching point: 
Players to explain risk and reward 
consequences on this challenge.  
Distance of shot should be 
controlled by length of swing- 
promote acceleration into the 
impact zone  
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